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I. Intel seeks to use the complexity of the technology as cover for its gamesmanship. 

This case involves complex wireless technology. Intel seeks to take advantage of this 

complexity to engage in gamesmanship. Intel fills its brief with misrepresentations and half-

truths. In doing so, Intel creates a false narrative around the technology, seeks to use §112, ¶ 6 to 

improperly narrow claim scope (including for terms where §112, ¶ 6 does not apply), reimagines 

§112, ¶ 6 case law, ignores portions of the specification and patentee’s lexicography, seeks to 

exclude disclosed embodiments, and avoids reading the claims in view of the specification. At 

bottom, Intel simply is not concerned with the proper constructions. Instead, Intel is solely 

focused on its non-infringement and invalidity cases.  

Further, despite ParkerVision pointing out that the Jacksonville and Orlando district 

courts adopted ParkerVision’s constructions in suits against Qualcomm, Intel fails to address 

these prior court decisions. Though not binding on this Court, they are informative. Intel cannot 

simply ignore them. For the reasons discussed in ParkerVision’s opening brief and those below, 

ParkerVision’s constructions should be adopted. 

II. Intel creates a false narrative regarding the technology of the ’706 patent. 

Intel creates a false narrative in this case solely to support its non-infringement defense. 

ParkerVision breaks down Intel’s strategy and false narrative up front because exposing Intel’s 

gamesmanship and false narrative demonstrates why Intel’s constructions are wrong.  

A. Intel attempts to use §112, ¶ 6 and an “empty black box” argument as a 
strategy to improperly narrow the claims to a specific embodiment. 

 The ’706 patent pertains to down-converting a signal using sampling. There are only two 

systems that can be used to accomplish this: (1) energy transfer (energy sampling) systems and 

(2) sample and hold (voltage sampling). See Case 6:20-cv-108; Dkt. 51, Sec. III; Dkt. 65, Sec. II.  
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Intel chips use energy transfer (energy sampling). As such, Intel attempts to improperly 

exclude energy transfer (energy sampling) systems and limit all of the asserted claims to sample 

and hold (voltage sampling) systems. In particular, Intel seeks to (1) exclude Figures 17, 19, 23, 

which incorporate the configuration of Figure 53A/53A-1, which covers both energy transfer 

(energy sampling) and sample/hold (voltage sampling) systems,1 and (2) limit all asserted claims 

to Figure 26, which discloses a specific configuration of a sample and hold system.  

The question for Intel was how could it limit all asserted claims to Figure 26. Intel knew 

that the only path forward was to use §112, ¶ 6. But Intel ran into another problem. Only one 

asserted independent claim (claim 6) includes means-plus-function language; the other 

independent claims 1, 7, 28, and 34 do not. So Intel identified a term in each of claims 1, 7, 28 

and 34 and asserted that the term is subject to §112, ¶ 6 – “down-convert and delay module,” 

“frequency translator,” “integral filter/frequency translator” and “delay module.”2  

In order to eliminate Figures 17, 19 and 23, Intel next alleged that (1) only Figure 26 

discloses structure and (2) Figures 17, 19 and 23 disclose “empty black boxes” and, thus, cannot 

be included in the structure for §112, ¶ 6. But this is false. Such a contrived argument is just a 

means to an end for Intel to exclude energy sampling. 

 
1 See ’706 patent, 32:4-12 (disclosing the use of negligible and non-negligible apertures). 
2 These terms connote structure and, thus, are not subject to §112, ¶ 6. Sections III.A, B, D, J. 
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ParkerVision will use Figure 17 (above) as an example to explain how Intel gets it wrong. 

As shown above in Figure 17, a down-convert and delay module 1708 (blue) receives an input 

signal 1704 (purple arrow). The module 1708 (blue) processes the input signal 1704 (purple) and 

outputs a down-converted signal (orange arrow). As such, the module 1704 (blue) serves as the 

frequency translator (down-converter) of the system. ’706 patent, 13:43-46. The down-convert 

and delay modules 1908 and 2308 of Figures 19 and 23 are similar. 

While Figures 17, 19, 23 show the down-convert and delay modules 1708, 1908, 2308 as 

boxes, the boxes are not empty as Intel suggests. Intel ignores that modules 1708, 1908, 2308 (as 

well as module 2624 of Figure 26) are described in the specification as being the aliasing module 

5300 (blue) of Figures 53A or 53A-1 shown below. ’706 patent, 28:20-60.  

 

The aliasing module includes one switch 5308 (yellow) and one capacitor 5310 (pink). 

Just as with modules 1708, 1908, 2308 of Figures 17, 19, 23, the aliasing module 5300 of Figure 
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53A/53A-1 receives an input signal (purple) and outputs a down-converted signal (orange). Intel 

improperly seeks to exclude this one switch/one capacitor configuration. 

B. Intel’s end game regarding the ’706 patent is a false narrative. 

Intel tries to exploit the difference in the way the specification discloses the details of 

Figure 26, on the one hand, and Figures 17, 19, 23, as a hook for its §112, ¶ 6 argument to 

narrowly limit all asserted independent claims (1, 6, 7, 28, 34) to the embodiment of Figure 26.  

Unlike Figures 17, 19, 23, the patentees chose to provide details directly in Figure 26 

itself, including the components of down-convert and delay module 2624 (blue). As shown 

below right (close-up view of Figure 26), the down-convert and delay module 2624 (blue) 

includes two switches 2650, 2654 (yellow) and two capacitors 2652, 2656 (pink). Intel seeks to 

limit the claims to this specific configuration. 

 

This limit-all-claims strategy is the same type of strategy that Intel attempted in the 

parties’ other litigation (6:20-cv-00108), which failed. But regardless of whether the components 

are shown in a figure (Figure 26) or shown as a box (Figures 17, 19, 23) (which the specification 

describes as incorporating the structure of other figures), structure is still disclosed. Indeed, if the 

images of Figure 53A or 53A-1 were included directly in the modules 1708, 1908, 2308, Figures 

17, 19, 23 would be just like Figure 26. That the patentees chose to use words to incorporate one 
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figure into another figure, instead of showing the structure directly in the figure, should not cause 

Figures 17, 19, 23 to be treated differently than Figure 26. 

By excluding Figures 17, 19, 23 and their incorporated disclosure of Figures 53A and 

53A-1, not only is Intel seeking to narrow the literal scope of the claims to Figure 26, but Intel 

also seeks to limit the experts’ ability to argue equivalents. 

In particular, Intel seeks to limit the claims to a two-stage configuration: (1) under-

sampling performed by the components in the blue shaded area (i.e., the combination of the 

switch 2650 (yellow) and capacitor 2652 (pink)); (2) delay performed by the components in the 

purple shared area (i.e., the combination of the switch 2654 (yellow) and capacitor 2656 (pink)). 

 

Intel construes terms so that all asserted independent claims are limited to this configuration:  

Claim Term Intel’s Narrow Structure 
1, 7 “down-convert and delay module”  Blue and purple shaded area of Figure 26 – two switches 2650, 

2654 (yellow) and two capacitors 2652, 2656 (pink)  
6 “first delaying means” Purple shaded area of Figure 26 – switch 2654 (yellow) and 

capacitor 2656 (pink)  
28 “integral filter/frequency translator” UDF module 2622 of Figure 26 (300-word definition) which 

includes blue and purple shaded area of Figure 26 – two switches 
2650, 2654 (yellow) and two capacitors 2652, 2656 (pink)  

34 “frequency translator” Blue and purple shaded area of Figure 26 – two switches 2650, 
2654 (yellow) and two capacitors 2652, 2656 (pink) of Figure 26 

 
But the claims are not so limited. Indeed, the claims recite elements (frequency translator, 

down-convert and delay module, means for under-sampling/under-sample, means for delaying a 

sample), which are all disclosed in Figures 53A and 53A-1 and, thus, in Figures 17, 19, 23.  
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As shown above, the aliasing module of Figures 53A and 53A-1 is a frequency translator 

(a down-convert and delay module). The switch 5308 (yellow) under-samples the input signal 

5304 (purple) according to a control signal 5306 (green). The under-sampling results in a down-

converted sample of the input signal 5304. The capacitor 5310 (pink) then delays the sample. As 

such, claims 1, 6, 7, 28 and 34 should cover Figures 17, 19, 23, 53, 53A-1.  

C. Lost in its gamesmanship, Intel takes inconsistent positions. 

Intel unwittingly reveals its gamesmanship by taking inconsistent positions. What 

becomes apparent is that Intel is simply looking for any angle to improperly narrow claim scope.  

First, the specification discloses that Figures 53A and 53A-1 are exemplary structures of the 

down-convert and delay module 1708, 1908, 2308, 2624 of Figures 17, 19, 23, 26. See ’706 

patent, 28:20-60. Based on this disclosure, Intel admits that module 2624 of Figure 26 can 

include the structure of Figures 53A and 53A-1.3 Yet, at the same time, Intel denies that modules 

1708, 1908, 2308 of Figures 17, 19, 23 can include the structure of Figures 53A and 53A-1. Intel 

only takes this position so that Intel can maintain its argument that modules 1708, 1908, 2308 are 

“empty black boxes” and exclude Figures 17, 19, 23 from its construction of structure. 

 
3 In its responsive brief, Intel changed it construction of “means for under-sampling” in claim 6 
to include Figures 53A/53A-1. Intel only did so because it was untenable for Intel to argue that 
these figures do not perform under-sampling. But now Intel is faced with an inconsistency. 
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Second and related to the point above, Intel incorporates Figures 53A/53A-1 in its 

construction of “means for under-sampling” but not for “down-convert and delay module,” 

“integral filter/frequency translator,” and “frequency translator.” This is nonsensical because the 

“means for under-sampling” is a structure that is part of a “down-convert and delay module,” 

“integral filter/frequency translator,” and “frequency translator.” 

Third, the specification discloses that the switched capacitor topology 3204 of Figure 32 

is an exemplary structure of the delay module 1722 of Figure 17. See ’706 patent, 34:60-35:18. 

When construing “delay module” and “second delaying means,” Intel identifies delay modules 

2628, 2830 of Figure 26 and Figure 32 as §112, ¶ 6 structure.4 Intel carefully excludes any 

mention of delay module 1722 and Figure 17 from its construction. So while Intel admits that 

Figure 32 discloses structure, Intel’s position is that this same figure cannot provide structure for 

delay module 1722 of Figure 17 (or delay modules of Figures 19 and 23). This is nonsense and 

just exposes Intel’s strategy to avoid Figures 17, 19 and 23. 

Finally, for claim 34, Intel asserts that “frequency translator” is subject to §112, ¶ 6 

because it does not connote structure. But for claim 1, Intel does not assert that “frequency 

translator” is subject to §112, ¶ 6. Now Intel may attempt to explain this away by asserting that 

claim 1, unlike claim 6, recites “a frequency translator, comprising a down-convert and delay 

module,” and, thus structure is disclosed. But the problem for Intel is that Intel has alleged that 

the term “down-convert and delay module” also does not connote structure.  

III. Intel ignores previous claim construction rulings.  

As set forth in the chart below, two federal Judges construed terms related to the same 

ParkerVision technology that is in dispute here. Each Judge provided a well-reasoned opinion for 

 
4 As discussed in Section IV.D below, “delay module” is not subject to §112, ¶ 6. 
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his construction. Though not binding on this Court, these constructions are informative. 

ParkerVision’s arguments, which are consistent with the reasoning of the two Judges and the 

intrinsic record, demonstrate that these prior constructions are correct. Intel ignores these 

constructions because they are unhelpful to its case. 

Term Prior Court Construction 
“harmonic” Including the fundamental frequency in the definition of harmonic – “N is . . . an integer 

greater than or equal to 1”5 Dkt. 37-3 at 17 (Judge Dalton).   
“gating means” “Structure: Figures 28A, 29A, 30A, 31A, 32A, 33A, 53A, 54A, 55, 56, 57A-C, 66-70” Dkt. 

37-2 at 39 (Judge Byron).   
“gating” “to change/changing between the open and closed states of a device that can take two states, 

open and closed, as dictated by an independent control input” Dkt. 37-2 at 38 (Judge Byron).  
“bias signal” “(1) a signal having a steady, predetermined level; or (2) the modulating baseband signal” Dkt. 

37-2 at 50 (Judge Byron).  
 
IV. U.S. Patent No. 6,049,706 – Disputed terms for construction   

A. “down-convert and delay module” (claims 1, 7) 

1. §112, ¶ 6 does not apply 

The term does not use “means” and, thus, there is a presumption that §112, ¶ 6 does not 

apply. In its opening brief, ParkerVision pointed out that (1) the term is “down-convert and delay 

module” not merely “module,” and (2) as set forth in the specification and claims, “down-

convert and delay module” includes a switch, storage element (e.g., capacitor) and their 

connections and, thus, connotes structure. PV Br. at 8-9.  

 Intel ignores that the ’706 patent relates to circuits, which have physical components. 

Unable to substantively respond to ParkerVision’s positions, Intel skirts the issue by reimagining 

the law regarding §112, ¶ 6 and providing a questionable expert declaration. First, Intel and its 

expert carefully assert that a component going by the name “down-convert and delay module” is 

not a term known by a skilled person and, thus, does not have a “well understood structural 

meaning.” Intel Br. at 4 (citing Dkt. 41-9, Decl. at 60-61). But that is beside the point. Under the 

 
5 Unless otherwise indicated, all emphasis has been added. 
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law, the question is whether a “down-convert and delay module,” in view of the specification 

and claims (which disclose physical components – switches, capacitors, and their connections), 

would be understood by a skilled person to connote structure. It would. Ex. 1 (“Steer Decl.”) ¶ 

20. 

Tellingly, Intel and its expert avoid this discussion and, instead, assert that the term does 

not connote a specific or well-understood structure. In particular, Intel and its expert state that 

multiple switches/capacitors are needed to make a “down-convert and delay module” and 

ParkerVision’s cited structure does not disclose a “complete” structure. Intel Br. at 6 (citing Dkt. 

41-9, Decl. ¶¶ 60-66). But whether the term connotes a specific, complete, or well-known 

structure is irrelevant. So long as the term connotes any structure, §112, ¶ 6 does not apply. 

Indeed, Intel’s argument is belied by its own construction which includes switches and capacitors 

as the structure of the “down-convert and delay module.” As such, a skilled person would 

understand that a “down-convert and delay module” connotes structure. 

Second, while Intel’s claim construction expert (Dr. van der Weide) states that “down-

convert and delay module” does “not have well-understood structural meaning[] in [October] 

1998” (Dkt. 41-9, Decl. ¶ 60), Intel’s IPR expert (Dr. Subramanian) has a different view. When 

seeking to invalidate another ParkerVision patent, Intel relied on Dr. Subramanian who was able 

to identify a “down-conversion module” (switch and capacitor) in a 1996 prior art reference 

(Larson). See Ex. 2, IPR2020-01302, Dkt. Ex. 1002 at 44, 56-60. Indeed, Intel did not even 

allege that “down-conversion module” in the claims of the IPR patent were subject to §112, ¶ 6. 

Finally, in its brief, ParkerVision cites TEK Global v. Sealant Sys. Int’l, Inc., which held 

that structure recited in dependent claims is relevant to determining whether §112, ¶ 6 applies to 

a non-“means” term. PV Br. at 8. Unable to distinguish TEK, Intel brushes off its holding as 
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dicta. It is not. Indeed, in TEK, the Court specifically analyzed whether §112, ¶ 6 applied to a 

non-“means” term in view of dependents claims.6  

2. Intel’s construction is wrong. 

Even assuming that §112, ¶ 6 applies (which it does not), Intel’s structure is wrong. As 

discussed in Sections IIA-B above, Intel improperly seeks to exclude portions of the 

specification in order improperly narrow §112, ¶ 6 structure and equivalents.  

In its opening brief, ParkerVision identified Figures 17, 19, 23, 53A and 53A-1 and their 

corresponding descriptions as part of the structure. PV Br. at 9 n. 4. But Intel asserts that (1) 

Figures 17, 19 and 23 should not be included because these figures are “empty black boxes,” and 

(2) Figures 53A and 53A-1 should not be included because these figures show components for 

down-converting but not delay. Intel is wrong. Tellingly, Intel avoids a detailed discussion of 

these figures because it is unhelpful to its position.  

First, down-convert and delay modules 1708, 1908, 2308 of Figures 17, 19, 23 are not 

empty black boxes. Though they are shown as boxes, they are not empty. Instead, the 

specification provides a description of what is inside these boxes (e.g., aliasing module of 

Figures 53A, 53A-1). See ’706 patent, 28:16-60. Tellingly, if the images of Figure 53A or 53A-1 

were included directly in modules 1708, 1908, 2308, then Figures 17, 19, 23 would be just like 

Figure 26. The way in which the patentee chose to express embodiments should not cause 

Figures 17, 19, 23 to be treated differently than Figure 26 as Intel does. 

Thus, Figures 17, 19, 23 and their corresponding description should be included in any 

 
6 Intel quotes cases to make them appear to counter TEK. They do not. Unlike here, both of 
Intel’s cited cases involve terms that use the word “means” and the plaintiffs sought to avoid the 
result of using “means.” In both cases, Intel’s quote was the court stating that it looks at the 
specification for construing §112, ¶ 6 structure and the dependent claim, and court-made 
doctrine of claim differentiation cannot alter how §112, ¶ 6 structure is determined. 
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construction. Indeed, the down-convert and delay modules 1708, 1908, 2308 also have physical 

inputs/outputs connected to certain other components. These physical inputs/outputs are part of 

the structure.7  

Second, Intel reimagines the law regarding §112, ¶ 6. Intel asserts that Figures 17, 19, 23, 

53A, 53A-1 should not be included as structure because they do not individually disclose the 

structure for performing the “complete” claimed function. Intel Br. at 5. This is nonsense. The 

structure that performs the function – regardless of whether it is found in one figure or spread out 

amongst multiple, related figures – is part of §112, ¶ 6 structure. Again, that the patentee chose 

to express embodiments of the invention in different ways is of no moment. 

Finally, the specification describes aliasing modules of Figures 53A and 53A-1 as 

structures of down-convert and delay modules 1708, 1908, 2308, 2624. ’706 patent, 28:20-60. 

Intel, however, asserts that the aliasing modules of Figures 53A and 53A-1 “simply down-

convert, but do not delay.” Intel Br. at 5-6. Intel is wrong. The opening and closing of a switch 

down-converts an input signal to produce a sample and a capacitor delays the sample. Steer 

Decl. ¶¶ 15-16.  

Even assuming Intel is correct and Figures 53A and 53A-1 illustrate only the down-

conversion portion (not the delay portion) of the down-convert and delay modules, the 

components in these figures are still part of the structure and, thus, should be included in any 

§112, ¶ 6 structure.  

 
7 In complicated circuits, not only are the components themselves relevant, but the physical 
inputs/outputs and which/how components are connected together are important to the structure 
of circuits and their equivalents. 
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B. “frequency translator” (claim 34) 

1. §112, ¶ 6 does not apply  

This term does not use “means” and, thus, there is a presumption that §112, ¶ 6 does not 

apply. In its opening brief, ParkerVision pointed out that (1) the term is “frequency translator” 

not simply “module” or “circuit” and (2) “frequency translator” includes a switch, storage 

element (e.g., capacitor) and their connections and, thus, connotes structure. PV Br. at 33-34; see 

also Steer Decl. ¶ 21. Unable to substantively respond to ParkerVision’s positions, Intel yet 

again pulls the same tricks as it does with “down-convert and delay module.” For the same 

reasons set forth in Section IV.A.1 above, §112, ¶ 6 should not apply. 

2. Intel’s construction is wrong. 

But even assuming that §112, ¶ 6 applies (it does not), Intel’s function and structure are 

wrong. Yet again, Intel improperly seeks to exclude figures and corresponding descriptions from 

the specification to improperly narrow the structural scope and equivalents. 

In its opening brief, ParkerVision identified that Figures 11, 12, 17, 19, 23, 30, 53A and 

53A-1,8 and their corresponding descriptions, as part of the structure. PV Br. at 33 n. 17. Intel 

seeks to omit these portions for the same reasons it provided with regard to the “down-convert 

and delay module.” As set forth in Section IV.A.2, Intel is wrong. 

C. “said input sample”, “said sample” (claims 1, 6, 7, 34)  

In its opening brief, ParkerVision explained that Intel is using its construction to re-write 

the claim language – re-arranging/changing words and negating the claimed relationship between 

the sample and the input signal. PV Br. at 10. Intel has no substantive response. So Intel states 

 
8 Intel’s brief ignores Figures 11, 12 and 30 altogether. With regard to Figures 11, 12 and 30, 
though the frequency translators 1108, 1204, 3006 are shown as boxes, they are not empty. 
Instead, the specification provides a description of the components.’706 patent, 28:29-41.  
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that it merely seeks to assist the jury – a ruse. A jury is certainly capable of reading claims and 

understanding that the terms refer back to the earlier mention of the terms. 

D. “delay module” (claims 1, 7, 34, 140) 

1. §112, ¶ 6 does not apply 

This term does not use “means” and, thus, there is a presumption that §112, ¶ 6 does not 

apply. In its opening brief, ParkerVision pointed out that (1) the term is “delay module” not 

merely “module,” and (2) as set forth in the specification, “delay modules” include switches, 

capacitors, inductors and/or resistors and, thus, connote structure. PV Br. at 11. 

Again, Intel ignores that the patent relates to circuits, which have physical components. 

And again, unable to substantively respond to ParkerVision’s positions, Intel skirts the issue by 

reimagining the law. Intel asserts that “delay module” does not have a “well-understood specific 

structural meaning” or “well-known specific structure.” Intel Br. at 8, 9. Again, what is telling is 

Intel’s use of “specific,” “well-known” and “well-understood” structure. But whether a skilled 

person knows the specific type of “delay module” and whether the module is well-known or well-

understood is beside the point. The issue is whether a skilled person would understand the term 

to connote structure. Here, even Intel and its expert identify structures (switches, capacitors, 

inductors and/or resistors) that make up a delay module.9 See Dkt. 41-9 ¶¶ 70-74. As such, a 

skilled person would understand that a “delay module” connotes structure. Steer Decl. ¶ 23. 

 
9 Intel again plays games. Intel keys in on ParkerVision’s mention of a capacitor. Intel Br. at 9. 
Intel asserts that delay modules are more than just a capacitor and, thus, a capacitor, by itself, 
cannot be the structure of a delay module. Intel misses the point of ParkerVision mentioning a 
capacitor. ParkerVision did not need to list additional structures. Whether it is a capacitor by 
itself or combined with other structures, the fact that a delay module uses any structure means 
that the delay module connotes structure and §112, ¶ 6 does not apply. 
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2. Intel’s construction is wrong. 

Even assuming that §112, ¶ 6 applies (it does not), Intel’s structure is wrong.  

a. Intel improperly seeks to narrow equivalents. 

Intel seeks to improperly narrow the “equivalents” of all structures of delay modules by 

injecting an additional limitation – “that operates to delay samples/instances of a signal presented 

at its input by a known amount.” Notably, Intel included this same language in its original 

construction of “second delaying means,” which Intel recognized was improper and has now 

removed. Intel Br. at 20 n. 13. Such a limitation is inappropriate for the same reasons set forth in 

ParkerVision’s opening brief regarding “second delaying means.” PV Br. at 26-27. 

b. Intel improperly seeks to exclude structures. 

Once again, Intel improperly seeks to exclude figures and corresponding descriptions 

from the specification to improperly narrow the structural scope and equivalents. First, the patent 

dedicates an entire section (Section 3.4.2.2) to delay modules. ’708 patent, 32:26-35:31. Intel 

only cites to selected portions of this section. This section, however, describes the structure and 

operation of the components. Intel seeks to exclude the operation. But, for circuits, the operation 

of a circuit is necessary to understand and explain potential equivalent structures.   

Second, Intel’s construction omits Figures 17, 19, 23 and the “delay modules” 1722A, 

1722B, 1722C in Figure 17, “delay modules” 1912, 1914 in Figure 19, and “delay modules” 

2316, 2318 in Figure 23. But see ’706 patent, 34:60-35:31. Intel admits that the delay modules of 

Figures 17, 19, and 23 contain “switched capacitor topology.” Intel Br. at 9 n. 8. But Intel asserts 

that “switched capacitor topology” is already included in Intel’s structure and, thus, Figures 17, 

19, 23 add nothing to the construction. Id. But this is a ruse. Intel does not get to exclude 

structure under §112, ¶ 6 merely because Intel believes that there is duplication. Indeed, Intel’s 

position is nonsensical. As discussed above in Section II.C, the discussion of the “switched 
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capacitor topology” specifically references Figure 17. Moreover, Intel’s omitted delay modules 

have physical inputs/outputs connected to certain other components. In circuits, physical 

inputs/outputs are part of the structure.10 The truth is that Intel is seeking to exclude Figures 17, 

19 and 23 any way it can. But they are structures that should be included. 

Moreover, while Intel includes the description of the clock signals of Figure 33 (by 

reference to col. 35:1-18) and the analog delay line of Figure 34 (by reference to col. 35:19-27), 

Intel omits Figures 33A and 33B (which show the clock signals) and Figure 34 (which shows a 

structure with a single input and single output). These figures are relevant to understanding the 

claimed structure and equivalents and should be included in any §112, ¶ 6 structure. 

E. “harmonic” / “harmonics” (’706 patent, claims 1, 6, 7, 28, 34; ’508 patent, 
claim 1) 

The dispute between the parties is whether “harmonic” includes the “fundamental 

frequency,” which is included in ParkerVision’s construction, and which adopts the view of the 

Jacksonville district court (Case No. 3:11-cv-00719). See PV Br. at 16-17; Dkt. 37-3 at 16-17.  

To supports its construction, Intel asserts that the definition of harmonic in the 

specification controls. Intel Br. at 10. But then Intel quotes only a portion of the definition 

(below green) and purposefully omits the italicized language. Critically, the red language makes 

it clear that the fundamental frequency is the first harmonic:  

Harmonic: A harmonic is a sinusoidal component of a periodic wave. It has a 
frequency that is an integer multiple of the fundamental frequency of the periodic 
wave. In other words, if the periodic waveform has a fundamental frequency of 
“f” (also called the first harmonic), then it has harmonics at frequencies of “n-f, 
where “n” is 2, 3, 4, etc. . . . 
 

 
10 In complicated circuits, not only are the components themselves relevant but the physical 
inputs/outputs and which/how components are connected together are important to the structure 
of circuits and their equivalents. 
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’706 patent, 9:39-47; see also ’508 patent, 9:53-61. Indeed, that the fundamental frequency is a 

harmonic (“the first harmonic”) is discussed throughout the specifications. See PV Br. at 15-16. 

In an effort to undercut ParkerVision’s inclusion of “fundamental frequency,” Intel 

asserts that ParkerVision “attempts to overcome the patents’ definition by noting that Qualcomm 

agreed to PV’s proposed construction in a separate litigation.” Intel Br. at 12 (citing PV Br. at 

16-17). Notably, Intel ignores that in an earlier litigation with Qualcomm, the Jacksonville court 

held that the “fundamental frequency” is a harmonic. See PV Br. at 16-17.  

Unable to find any other way forward, Intel makes misrepresentation after 

misrepresentation. Intel states “[w]hile the patents recognize that the fundamental frequency is 

sometimes referred to as the ‘first harmonic,’ that is not how the patents use the term 

‘harmonic[s]’ in the context of the claimed invention.” Intel Br. at 11. This is false. The patents 

disclose an integer n=1 (a fact the Jacksonville court confirmed), which means that the first 

harmonic is a harmonic.  See PV Br. at 16-17. Intel also states that “[t]he patents further state 

that a frequency at an integer multiple of the fundamental frequency is at a higher frequency than 

the fundamental frequency.” Intel Br. at 11. This too is false. When n=1, the frequency at an 

integer multiple of the fundamental frequency is equal to the fundamental frequency, not at a 

“higher frequency than the fundamental frequency.”  

To give weight to its false statements, Intel cites a portion of the specification (below 

green) (Intel Br. at 11), but omits the italicized language and, critically, the red language. 

Each harmonic (waveforms 1912a, b, & c and 1914a, b, & c) has the same 
information content as does waveform 1910 (which has the same information as 
the corresponding portion of waveform 1908). . . . As the harmonics have 
frequencies that are integer multiples of the repetition frequency of signal 1908, 
and since they have the same information content as signal 1908 (as just stated), 
the harmonics each represent an up-converted representation of signal 1908. 
 

’508 patent, 17:55-64. When the red language is considered in the context of Figure 19E below, 
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it clear that the fundamental frequency is one of the harmonics which “represent an up-converted 

representation of signal 1908” (green underline). As shown below, waveform 1912a and 1914a 

are at the fundamental frequency and are considered harmonics. 

 

Finally, according to Intel (notably, not citing any expert declaration), “[i]t is [][the] 

conversion from the sub-harmonic to the harmonic that constitutes the up-conversion. If the sub-

harmonic and harmonic could both be at the same fundamental frequency, as PV asserts, there 

would be no up-conversion at all.” Intel Br. at 11. This is a false recitation of the technology. 

Intel deliberately cites bits and pieces from the specification to weave together its false narrative.  

Contrary to Intel’s assertion, the up-conversion being referred in the specification is the 

up-conversion of a baseband signal to a transmission signal (for sending over the air). Up-

conversion is not a conversion of a sub-harmonic to a harmonic. A sub-harmonic is the 

frequency of the control signal that dictates the speed at which a switch is opened and closed. A 

harmonic is the frequency of the transmission signal that is coming out of the switch as the 

switch is opened and closed. So regardless of whether a subharmonic is at the same frequency as 

the harmonic, the baseband signal is still being up-converted.  
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F. “pulse widths that are established to improve energy transfer” (claim 2) 

In its opening brief, ParkerVision cites the specification, which explains the meaning of 

the disputed term, and provides a detailed technical explanation. See PV Br. at 17-20. Intel took a 

different approach. Instead of substantively addressing ParkerVision’s argument, Intel resorts to 

theatrics. Having no answer to ParkerVision’s analysis, Intel sets out an entire paragraph full of 

questions, hoping this will demonstrate the indefiniteness of the term. It does not. Steer Decl. ¶¶ 

24-31.  

The only counter Intel provides is that ParkerVision’s construction, which is found in 

dependent claim 2, is inconsistent with claim 1. But Intel’s argument rests on a flawed premise 

this Court already rejected. In particular, claim 1 recites “under-sampling.” In the parties’ related 

litigation (6:20-cv-00108) before this Court, the Court rejected Intel’s construction of “under-

samples,” declining to limit “under-samples” to sampling using negligible apertures. Case No. 

6:20-cv-00108, Dkt. 75 at 3. Under-sampling is also performed using non-negligible apertures. 

Yet Intel persists, arguing that “under-sampling” pertains to sampling using only 

negligible apertures. Intel Br. at 13 (“Claim 1 requires ‘under-sampling,’ which the ’706 patent 

defines as the use of ‘negligible apertures that tend towards zero time in duration.’”). Based on 

this flawed view, Intel argues that since claim 1 pertains to negligible apertures and, under 

ParkerVision’s construction, claim 2 pertains to non-negligible apertures, this leads to the 

impossible (apertures being both negligible and non-negligible); thus, the claim is indefinite. Id.  

Intel’s contrived reading of the claim is designed to show indefiniteness. But properly 

read in view of this Court’s prior construction, there is no indefiniteness. Based on the Court’s 

construction, claim 1 covers two systems (1) systems that sample using negligible aperture and 

(2) systems that sample using non-negligible apertures. Claim 2 recites “pulse widths that are 

established to improve energy transfer,” which refers to using non-negligible apertures. As such, 
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claim 2 is focused on one of the systems claim 1 covers. PV Br. at 19.  

For the foregoing reasons, the term is not indefinite and should be given its plain and 

ordinary meaning, which is “pulse widths that use non-negligible apertures for energy transfer.” 

G. “means for under-sampling” (claim 6) 

The parties agree that there are two functions “means for under-sampling” performs: (1) 

under-sampling an input signal to produce an input sample of a down-converted image of the 

input signal and (2) under-sampling the input signal according to a control signal. The claimed 

structure11 must perform both functions. In its opening brief, ParkerVision explained that only a 

switch, not a capacitor, performs both of these functions. PV Br. at 20-22. Intel improperly seeks 

to incorporate a capacitor merely to further a non-infringement position. 

Intel glosses over function (2) – “under-sampling the input signal according to a control 

signal” – because this function is problematic for Intel. A switch is the only component that 

performs this function. The switch receives a control signal, which causes the switch to open and 

close. This opening/closing results in under-sampling of an input signal. As the switch 

opens/closes, function (2) has been performed. A capacitor does not under-sample. Instead, a 

capacitor merely receives the result of the under-sampling – an input sample and its energy. In 

other words, by the time a capacitor is involved, under-sampling has already occurred. Since the 

capacitor does not perform function (2), the capacitor cannot be part of the claimed structure.  

See Asyst Techs., Inc. v. Empak, Inc., 268 F.3d 1364, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“The corresponding 

structure to a function set forth in a means-plus-function limitation must actually perform the 

 
11 Intel recognizes that the structure should include ’708 patent, 39:25-28. Intel Br. at 16. In its 
brief, however, Intel still omits this structure. And Intel continues to exclude ’708 patent, 24:40-
25:67 and 29:4-8. Intel states that these passages pertain to control signals and convey nothing 
about the structure beyond what Intel has already included. Again, it is not for Intel to exclude 
passages merely because it believes it is already covered elsewhere. The control signal received 
by a device is relevant to the structure of the components used to receive/process the signal. 
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recited function, not merely enable the pertinent structure to operate as intended . . . .”). 

Recognizing that it has a problem, Intel combines its discussion of functions (1) and (2) 

together and attempts to shift the focus from “under-sampling” to down-converting. To do so, 

Intel muddles these two concepts. Intel re-works the wording of the claimed function and even 

comes up with a catchy name – “under-sample to down-convert.” Intel then excerpts passages 

from the specification generally mentioning down-conversion, a switch, and a capacitor, and 

puts annotations in a figure in an attempt to give its argument weight. Intel Br. at 15-17.  

But “under-sample to down-convert” is not the language of function (1). Function (1) is 

focused on “under-sampling” and recites “under-sampling an input signal to produce an input 

sample of a down-converted image of the input signal.” It does not say down-converting or 

under-sampling in order to down-convert. It does not even say under-sampling to produce a 

down-converted image, it says under-sampling to produce an input sample. That function (1) 

mentions a “down-converted image” is of no moment. The question is still “what performs the 

function of under-sampling an input signal”? And the answer is still a switch.   

Indeed, Intel tries to create confusion using the complexity of the technology and 

purposefully focuses on the wrong portions of the signal. Consistent with ParkerVision’s 

position above, the signal being referred to in the claim is the sample leaving the switch, not (as 

Intel asserts) the down-converted signal leaving the aliasing module 5300 (Figures 53A/53A-1) 

or leaving the switch 2650/capacitor 2652 (Figure 26). Intel’s argument simply strays from the 

agreed function of “under-sampling an input signal to produce an input sample of a down-

converted image of said input signal” – a function solely performed by the switch. 
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For example, as shown in Figure 53A above, the switch 5308 (yellow) under-samples the 

input signal 5304 (purple arrow) by opening/closing according to control signal 5306 (green 

arrow). This opening/closing results is the formation of the claimed “input sample of a down-

converted image of the input signal” (blue arrow).12 This is why the specification states: “FIG. 

53A illustrates an aliasing module 5300 . . . for down-conversion using a universal frequency 

translation (UFT) module 5302 which down-converts an EM input signal 5304.” ’706 patent, 

28:42-44. The module 5302, which is down-converting (to produce the input sample), only 

includes the switch 5308. Whereas the claim recites an “input sample of a down-converted image 

of said input signal” (blue arrow), Intel points to another signal – the down-converted output 

signal 5312 (orange arrow). But the two signals are not the same. 

H. “first delaying means” (claim 6)  

According to Intel, the function of the “first delaying means” is “delaying said input 

sample.” Intel construes “said input sample” as “the sample of the image that has been down-

converted.” But, as set forth in Section IV.C above, this is an improper re-write of the 

straightforward claim language. Thus, Intel’s function for “first delaying means” is wrong.  

With regard to structure, there are three disputes: (1) the identity of the first delay means 

 
12 Intel seems to agree. In its argument for “first delaying means,” Intel recognized that the input 
sample comes from the switch: “[t]he input sample would immediately transfer from the first 
switch (2650) directly to the capacitor in the “first delaying means” (2656) . . . .” Intel Br. at 18. 
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of Figure 23, (2) whether Figures 53A and 53A-1 include a “first delaying means” and should be 

included in the structure, and (3) whether col. 24:40-25:56 should be included in the structure.  

Dispute 1: The claim recites “delaying said input sample.” A capacitor, not a switch, 

performs this function. Whether the switch enables the capacitor to perform the function or 

coordinates with the capacitor (see Intel Br. at 19) is irrelevant and does not make the switch part 

of the structure. See Asyst Techs., 268 F.3d at 1371 (“The corresponding structure to a function 

set forth in a means-plus-function limitation must actually perform the recited function, not 

merely enable the pertinent structure to operate as intended . . . .”). 

Recognizing this problem, Intel attempts to re-classify the meaning of delay.  

 

As shown above from Figure 26, Intel now asserts that delay relates to delay in sending 

the signal from switch 2650 to capacitor 2656 (blue signal). Intel Br. at 18. According to Intel, 

the switch 2654 (red) being open (OFF) delays the input sample from getting to the capacitor. Id. 

But that is not what the patent means by delay.  

Delay relates to a capacitor that results in delaying the input sample (orange signal) from 

leaving the module 2624. As such, the specification equates “holding” with delay. See, e.g., ’706 

patent, 15:45 (“In step 1608, the input sample is held (that is, delayed)”); 16:24-25 (“In step 

1608, the down-convert and delay module 1708 holds (delays) the input sample.”). The only 
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component that holds an input sample is a capacitor. A switch does not hold anything. Instead, a 

switch simply stops a signal altogether or allows it to pass. 

 

That only a capacitor holds/delays is shown above (left) in Figure 16. Figure 16 discloses 

that in step 1606 an input signal is sampled. A switch is what samples the input signal to create 

an input sample. At this time, the switch has done its job. The input sample is then sent to a 

capacitor and Figure 16 recites step 1608 “hold (delay) the input sample.”  

Moreover, as shown in Figure 48 above (right), the delay has nothing to do with 

preventing energy from getting to the capacitor. Notably, delay is not shown as the time before 

energy gets to a capacitor. To the contrary, the delay 4806, 4708 (yellow) relates to the time 

period during which a capacitor is either charging up or holding energy.  For the reasons set forth 

above, a “first delaying means” refers only to a capacitor. 

Dispute 2: Claim 6 recites a frequency translator comprising a means for under-sampling 

and a first delay means. Figures 53A/53A-1 is described as a frequency translator. ’706 patent, 

28:29-31, 42-46. Figure 53A/53A-1 includes a switch (which under-samples an input signal to 

form an input sample) and a capacitor (which, as discussed above, delays the input sample). As 

such, capacitor 5310 is, therefore, a structure of the “first delaying means.”  

Dispute 3: As to the construction of structure, ParkerVision asserts that the structure 

should include col. 24:40-25:56. Intel does not dispute this passage is relevant. Intel Br. at 18-19. 
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Instead, Intel’s sole argument is that the passage does not identify any structure beyond what is 

already disclosed in Intel’s construction. Id. at 19. This is not a legitimate basis for excluding 

disclosed structure. Intel’s position is nothing more than a ruse. As ParkerVision pointed out in 

its opening brief, Intel will not agree to include the passage because Intel is seeking to prevent 

the experts from relying on the passage for their equivalents analysis. 

I. “second delaying means” (claim 6) 

Intel asserts that the corresponding structure should not include delay modules 1722A, 

1722B, 1722C, 1912, 1914, 2316, 2318 of Figures 17, 19, 23; the analog delay line 3404 of 

Figure 34 or their corresponding descriptions (including, without limitation, col. 32:65–34:59). 

According to Intel, these components are “empty black boxes” and only described “in terms of 

what function(s) they perform.” Intel Br. at 21. Intel is wrong.  

Though these components are shown as boxes, as discussed below, they are not empty 

nor are they described only by function. Instead, the specification describes the structures that 

are inside these boxes. See PV Br. at 29. Indeed, col. 34:60-35:7 describes the switched capacitor 

topology 3204 of Figure 32 as an exemplary structure of the delay module 1722 of Figure 17. 

Intel even recognizes that this is structure by including the switched capacitor topology 

3204/Figure 32 in its own construction. Intel just seeks to exclude Figures 17, 19 and 23. 

Intel is just game-playing. Because if the image of the switched capacitor topology 3204 

of Figure 32 were included directly in delay modules of Figures 17, 19, 23, Figure 17, 19, 23 

would be just like Figure 26. The way in which the patentees chose to express the embodiments 

should not cause Figures 17, 19, 23 to be treated differently than Figure 26, as Intel does. 

Tellingly, Intel glosses over that Figure 32 specifically references delay module 1722 of 

Figure 17. Instead, Intel chose to show boxes labeled “delay module.” Intel Br. at 21. 
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The use of boxes does not change the fact that these boxes disclose structure that is described in 

the specification. Moreover, as shown below (red box), delay modules are actually part of a 

larger circuit with connections to adders, other delay modules, and scaling modules. 

 

Not only are the internal components part of the structure but, in circuits, the physical 

inputs/outputs and which/how components are connected together are also part of the structure of 

circuits and their equivalents.13 At bottom, Intel seeks to ignore the specification’s disclosure 

solely to narrow the scope of the claims and equivalents.  

J. “integral filter/frequency translator” (claim 28) 

What Intel is attempting to do here is extreme. Intel is taking a four-word term (for 

which, even Intel admits, is made up of structural components) and replace it with a 300-word 

definition of structure. As a threshold matter, the term does not use “means” and, thus, there is a 

presumption that §112, ¶ 6 does not apply.  

 
13 In its opening brief, ParkerVision identified col. 32:65–34:59 as missing from Intel’s structure. 
Intel asserts that these columns do not describe structure but, rather, discuss the flow chart of 
Figure 46. But the operation being performed is relevant to the analysis of equivalent structures. 
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In its opening brief, ParkerVision pointed out that (1) the term is “integral 

filter/frequency translator” not merely “module” or “circuit” and (2) as set forth in the 

specification and claims, filters and frequency translators include, capacitors, inductors, resistors, 

etc. and, thus, connote structure. PV Br. at 31; see also Steer Decl. ¶ 22. 

Once again, Intel ignores that the patent relates to circuits, which have physical 

components. And once again, unable to substantively respond to ParkerVision’s positions, Intel 

skirts the issue by reimagining the law.14 Intel asserts that “integral filter/frequency translator” 

does not connote “any specific structure” and “well-understood [structural] meaning.” Intel Br. at 

23 (citing Dkt. 41-9, Decl. ¶¶ 94, 97). But again, what is telling is Intel’s use of the word 

“specific” and “well-understood.” Whether a skilled person knows the specific type of or well-

understood “integral filter/frequency translator” is beside the point. The issue is whether a skilled 

person would understand the term to connote structure. Here, even Intel’s expert admits that 

different structures are used to create a “integral filter/frequency translator.” See Dkt. 41-9 ¶ 96. 

Further, Intel’s argument is belied by its own construction which includes capacitors, inductors, 

resistors – all structure. This ends the inquiry. A skilled person, in view of the specification, 

would readily understand that an “integral filter/frequency translator” connotes structure. 

K. “modulated signal” (claim 127)  

To bolster its position, Intel asserts that its construction “closely tracks” the definition of 

“modulation” in the specification. This is irrelevant because “modulation” is not the disputed 

term. Realizing the weakness of its position and that ParkerVision adopted the Court’s 

construction of “modulated carrier signal,” Intel invents a theory that “modulated signal” and 

 
14 Intel’s function is also wrong. Claim 28 recites that the “said integral filter/frequency 
translator under-samples said input signal according to a control signal.” Intel’s construction 
omits this function. 
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“modulated carrier signal” are different. They are not. Indeed, one needs to look no further than 

the language of Intel’s own construction to demonstrate why Intel is wrong. Intel’s construction 

refers to “transmitted information.” Transmitted information refers to information that has been 

transmitted over the air. The way information is transmitted over the air is by modulating a 

carrier signal. As such, the modulated signal being referred to is a modulated carrier signal.  

L. “filter tuning means” (claims 134)15 

Intel’s recites two structures and in each case seeks to narrowly limit those structures 

using additional language. Intel’s first structure is scaling modules, which include a resistor 

attenuator or amplifier/attenuator. Intel’s second structure is a combined control signal generator 

and, though shown as optional,16 an aperture optimizing module. Intel seeks to narrowly 

construe both structures by including tunable resistors, capacitors, inductors and/or oscillators. 

Intel’s apparent justification for such narrowing is that “[o]nly the tunable embodiments 

are clearly linked to the claimed tuning function.” Intel Br. at 27. This is false. As discussed 

below, the specification specifically discloses “adjustable components” (of which tunable 

components are examples) are structure: “The scaling factors can be adjusted by implementing 

the scaling modules 1716, 1722 using adjustable components, such as tunable resistors, 

capacitors, inductors, etc.” ’706 patent, 42:33-35. As such, “adjustable components” should be 

included in the construed structure. But Intel seeks to exclude “adjustable components.” 

Intel’s language is wrong. The agreed function of “filter tuning means” is “tuning one or 

more filtering parameters.” Filtering parameters refer to the values of capacitors, resistors, 

 
15 Intel’s brief does not use the construction ParkerVision proposes. ParkerVision’s construction 
is found in ParkerVision’s opening brief. PV Br. at 36. 
16 Intel uses the combination of the control signal generator and aperture optimizing module to 
further narrow the construction. But the aperture optimizing module is shown/described as 
optional. PV Br. at 42-43. Thus, a proper construction would be (1) control signal generator 
4202 or (2) control signal generator and aperture optimizing module 4210. 
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inductors or oscillators (capacitance value, resistance value, inductance value, frequency value, 

respectively); tuning filtering parameters refer to using different values depending on the specific 

operation to be performed. Intel is attempting to use the word “tuning” in “filter tuning means” 

to create confusion and narrowly construe the claims to support a non-infringement position. See 

Intel Br. at 26. In particular, Intel purposefully conflates “tuning” a parameter with “tunable” 

components (capacitors, resistors, inductors, oscillators). But these are two different concepts. 

Intel implies that only “tunable” capacitors, resistors, inductors, and oscillators can be 

used to tune filtering parameters. Not so. Parameters can be tuned using components that are not 

themselves tunable. Using a capacitor e.g., tuning parameter values is accomplished using 

adjustable components: (1) a component that contains multiple capacitors, where each capacitor 

has a different capacitance value, and the capacitor(s) with the desired capacitance is selected by 

the circuit, or (2) a tunable capacitor (i.e., a single capacitor whose capacitance value can be 

adjusted/tuned to different capacitance values). Steer Decl. ¶¶17-19. As such, “filter tuning 

means” can include adjustable component (1) or (2); it is not limited to “tunable” components. 

Indeed, the specification makes it clear that a “tunable” component is merely one type of 

“adjustable component” (a tunable component is a subset of an adjustable component). See ’706 

patent, 42:33-35 (“The scaling factors can be adjusted by implementing the scaling modules 

1716, 1722 using adjustable components, such as tunable resistors, capacitors, inductors, etc.). 

As such, Intel’s construction which limits the structure to “tunable” capacitors, resistors, 

inductors and oscillators should be rejected.  

With regard to other issues, Intel’s clear intent is also to narrowly construe. In its opening 

brief, ParkerVision explained that scaling modules of Figures 17, 19, 23, 26, and 35 should be 

included in the structure. See PV Br. at 38. Intel’s only position is that its construction does not 
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exclude these modules. Intel Br. at 27. But not excluding structure is not the standard for 

defining structure under §112, ¶ 6. If structure is disclosed, it is part of the construction. 

Moreover, an amplifier/attenuator is a disclosed structure for performing the claim function. And 

that is what should be covered. Yet, Intel seeks to further limit the amplifier/attenuator to 

component parts – “operational amplifiers, transistors, or FETS.” This is wrong especially when 

these component parts are described as embodiments. See PV Br. at 39-40.  

V. U.S. Patent No. 7,050,508 – disputed terms for construction 

A. “pulse shaping means” (claim 1) 

Unable to substantively respond to ParkerVision’s arguments, Intel once again seeks to 

reimagine §112, ¶ 6 case law. While Intel casts is argument as excluding “empty black boxes,” 

this is not its real argument. Instead, Intel seeks to expand upon the case law that excludes 

“empty black boxes” (where no structure is disclosed at all) to situations where, according to 

Intel, the structure is not specific enough. That is not the law. If sufficient structure is disclosed, 

it is included in the definition of structure.  

Intel asserts that ParkerVision’s structure includes “empty black boxes.” But the boxes 

that ParkerVision identifies are not “empty.” The specification describes the structure contained 

in these boxes. See PV Br. at 44-45. Intel admits that structures are disclosed, but asserts they are 

“generic structures.” Intel Br. at 33 n. 21. This admission is fatal to Intel’s argument. Structure, 

generic or not, is still structure and must be included in §112, ¶ 6 structure. 

 

As shown in the Figure above (excerpted from Intel’s brief), Intel points to Figure 46 as 
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an example of a purported “empty black box” and asserts that “the patent describes [Figure 46] 

only as ‘shap[ing]’ ‘a continuous and periodic waveform 4604 into a string of pulses 4606.’” 

Intel Br. at 33 (citing ’508 patent, 45:59-65). This is false. As ParkerVision explains in its 

opening brief (which Intel glosses over and relegates to a footnote (see Intel Br. at 33 n. 21)), the 

specification describes the structure inside the box as “digital logic devices.” Steer Decl. ¶ 33; 

PV Br. at 45 (citing e.g., ’508 patent, 47:3-7 (“The pulse shaping circuit 4602 is preferably 

comprised of digital logic devices . . . .”)). Not only would a skilled person know to use “digital” 

and “logic” devices as the structure instead of analog devices or circuity other than logic 

circuitry, but a skilled person would know to use a structure that produces the specific type of 

pulses disclosed in the specification. Id.  

Intel also asserts that ParkerVision “similarly points to empty boxes such as pulse shaper 

5632 in Figure 56 for which the patent only provides a similar functional description.” Intel Br. 

at 33. Again, Intel simply chose to gloss over ParkerVision’s identification of the structure of 

pulse shapers in the specification. PV Br. at 44-45 (citing ’508 patent, Sections 4.2.1.2, 4.2.2.2, 

4.2.3.2; 46:65-47:7; 47:26-35; 47:45-52) (“digital logic devices” of Figure 46).  

Ultimately, Intel has no explanation as to why “digital logical devices” (configured to 

provide a specific type of pulses) are not sufficient structure. So Intel makes something up – it is 

not specific enough; it is “generic structure.” They are; Intel’s arguments should be rejected.  

B. “aperture generation means” (claim 1) 

The dispute between the parties is whether Figure 78 should be included and how the 

structural components should be identified.  
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As to Figure 78, Intel sees a box labeled “multiple aperture generation module 7806” 

(blue) and immediately argues it is an “empty black box.” But Figure 78 is not empty. Figure 79 

shows components of the “multiple aperture generation module 7806.” So, Figure 78 should be 

included.17 As such, the issue boils down to what Figure 79 discloses. 

With regard to Figure 79, Intel attempts to put words in ParkerVision’s mouth. According 

to Intel, ParkerVision’s position is that the disputed term should “cover any structures” that 

contain gate(s) and delay(s) that perform the recited function. Intel Br. at 36. ParkerVision said 

no such thing. What ParkerVision said was the structure should include gates(s) and delay(s) that 

perform the recited function (i.e., only those structures that perform the function). PV Br. at 46. 

Words matter and ParkerVision chose its words carefully. As ParkerVision explains below, its 

position is consistent with the entirety of the disclosure regarding Figure 79.  

When proposing its construction, ParkerVision considered what Figure 79 showed and 

the specification’s description. But by no accident, Intel focuses only on what Figure 79 shows 

because it serves Intel’s purpose. The written description is critical and cannot be ignored. In 

particular, while Figure 79 shows more than one delay component, the specification explains that 

the “aperture generation means” may only use one delay component: “In FIG. 79, string of 

 
17 Intel ignores that Figure 78 itself provides structure. Specifically, module 7806 has a single 
input connected to a pulse shaper 7812 and a single output. In circuits, this is structure. 
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pulses 7804 is seen being accepted by multiple aperture generation module 7806. String of 

pulses 7804 is then routed to one or more delays.” ’508 patent, 49:54-56.  

Indeed, Intel’s construction is flawed because it makes Figure 79, as shown, the only 

aperture generation module and does not account for written disclosure. ParkerVision’s 

construction, on the other hand, uses “such as the aperture generation module of Figure 79” to 

account for the fact that what is shown is different than what is written. 

Finally, Intel points to a construction of “aperture generation means” that ParkerVision 

agreed upon with Qualcomm. And Intel asserts that ParkerVision has previously agreed to the 

construction that Intel proposes here. Not so. In the Qualcomm case, ParkerVision agreed to the 

following construction: “508 Patent at 49:54-50:5 and Figure 79 and equivalents.” Whereas 

ParkerVision’s old construction accounts for Figure 79 from the specification’s disclosure, 

Intel’s limiting construction (“the aperture generation module 7806 shown in Fig. 79 . . . .”) is 

written in a way to capture only what is exactly shown in Figure 79 (with multiple delays).  

C. “gating means” (claim 1) 

Intel has modified its construction since ParkerVision’s opening brief. Intel now agrees 

that the structure is a switch and Intel added a number of figures to its construction. The main 

dispute now is whether the switches of Figures 31A, 32A, 33A, 55, 57C should be included in 

the structure as set forth in ParkerVision’s construction. As explained in ParkerVision’s opening 

brief, ParkerVision’s construction adopts the construction of the Orlando district court, which 

includes these figures as part of the structure. See PV Br. at 51.  

The agreed function of “gating means” is “gating a bias signal . . .” But Intel asserts that 

switches (gating means) of Figures 31A, 32A, 33A, 55, 57C do not gate a “bias signal.” Instead, 

according to Intel, the switches in Figures 31A, 32A, 33A gate a “reference signal” and the 
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switches in Figures 55 and 57C gate a combined bias signal/information signal. Intel Br. at 42. 

Intel plays word games to avoid the reality that all of these signals involve gating a bias signal. 

Intel relies on select portions of the specification, while ignoring others identified in 

ParkerVision’s opening brief. See PV Br. at 50. Tellingly, Intel had no response to the arguments 

in ParkerVision’s brief which demonstrates why Intel is wrong.  

With regard to Figures 55 and 57C, as Intel admits, the switches in those figures gate a 

combined bias signal/information signal. Given the bias signal is part of the combined signal, the 

switches of Figures 55 and 57C are gating a bias signal. 

With regard to Figures 31A, 32A, 33A, the specification discloses an embodiment in 

which the reference signal 3106 is formed by the combination of an information signal and a bias 

signal: “The reference signal 3106 is a function of the information signal 2702 and may, for 

example, be [] the summation of the information signal 2702 with a bias signal 2704 . . . .” ’508 

patent, 37:19-20. Again, given the bias signal is part of the combined signal, the switches of 

Figures 31A, 32A, 33A are gating a bias signal. For the foregoing reasons, Figures 31A, 32A, 

33A, 55, 57C should be included in the construction of §112, ¶ 6 structure. 

D. “gating” (claim 1) 

As set forth in ParkerVision’s opening brief, ParkerVision’s construction follows the 

Orlando district court’s construction. See PV Br. at 52. Intel does not even address this.  

According to Intel, “gating” is the opening and closing of a device (i.e., any device) to 

selectively output a signal. ParkerVision asserts that gating is performed by a switch. Intel 

disagrees. Yet, when it came to identify the structure of “gating mean” which is the component 

that is “gating,”18 Intel itself identifies only switches. Indeed, in its responsive brief, Intel 

 
18 Claim 1 recites “gating means for gating a bias signal under the control of said string of 
multiple pulses . . . .” 
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specifically modified its construction of “gating means” to identify only switches as the structure. 

For the term “gating,” however, Intel changes its position from “gating means” and 

asserts that the specification supports that “gating” can also be performed by a diode and cites to 

col. 49:21-23 of the ’508 patent.19 Intel Br. at 44. But that argument is curious given Intel’s 

construction of “gating means” makes no mention of diodes or col. 49:21-23 (or corresponding 

Figure 43) whatsoever. The truth is that Intel merely seeks to keep the construction broad so it 

can rely on diode prior art for its invalidity case. 

Indeed, so desperate to inject the concept of diode, Intel points to a random passage from 

the specification discussing diodes. But a review of the specification demonstrates diodes are not 

part of the “gating means” that is “gating” nor does the passage state that diodes are “gating.” 

 

ParkerVision will use Figure 54A to explain Intel’s gamesmanship. The parties agree that 

the “gating means” is switch 5420 (orange) above20 because the switch gates a bias signal 5422 

(purple). But the diodes Intel identifies are components of a component of a pulse shaper 5438 

 
19 Intel also cites U.S. Patent No. 6,061,551, which relates to down-conversion. The ’551 patent 
is extrinsic evidence because it is not in the same patent family as the ’508 patent, which relates 
to up-conversion. 
20 Intel identifies the switch 5420 as the structure of the “gating means.” Intel Br. at 40. 
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(blue). The diode is not the component that is gating nor is it referred to as “gating.” 

In particular, Intel cites only a portion (yellow highlights) of a larger passage (below) 

related to these diodes. Intel Br. at 44 (citing col. 49:21-23).  

 

’507 patent, 49:20-26. But Intel purposefully omits citing the entire passage and neglects to 

mention that the circuit being discussed (and its diodes) is part of a component of a pulse shaping 

circuit which, in turn, is part of the pulse shaper in Figure 54A above (blue). The diodes are not 

part of any gating means (switch) of Figure 54A or otherwise. 

With regard to “independent control signal,” Intel asserts that ParkerVision’s 

construction is wrong because the patent does not use the exact phrase “independent control 

input.” Intel Br. at 44. Whether the patent uses the exact phrase is irrelevant. And, this Court has 

already addressed “independent control input” in the parties 108 case, rejecting Intel’s argument. 

Case No. 6:20-cv-00108, Dkt. 75 at 6. Moreover, the specification shows, and the claims recite, 

an independent control signal. For example, claim 1 recites “gating means for gating a bias 

signal under the control of said string of multiple pulses . . . .” The string of pulses is an 

independent control input signal i.e., it is received from a separate component from the switch. 

See PV Br. at 51-52.  

E. “bias signal” (claim 1) 

As set forth in ParkerVision’s brief, ParkerVision’s construction adopts the Orlando 

district court’s construction. See PV Br. at 55. Yet again, Intel does not even attempt to address 

the Orlando court’s construction.   

Intel construes “bias signal” as “a signal having a fixed voltage or fixed current.” But this 
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construction does not account for (nor is it intended to account for) the reality of how circuits 

actually work. Circuits are not perfect. Even when a voltage or current is chosen for a circuit, 

there can still be slight variations in voltage or current. Intel carefully chose its “fixed” language 

to be inflexible for non-infringement purposes. On the other hand, the corresponding portion of 

ParkerVision’s construction – “a signal having a steady, predetermined level” – accounts for the 

reality of how circuits work. The level of a signal is predetermined (the intended value is chosen) 

and steady (the value is held around that level).  

The other dispute between the parties is whether a bias signal can be a “modulating 

baseband signal.” It can. Though not binding on this Court, the Orlando court stated that “a ‘bias 

signal’ is either a steady signal, or when it is intended that the information signal modulate a 

carrier signal, it is referred to as the ‘modulating baseband signal.’” Dkt. 37-2 at 49. 

The way in which Intel addresses this issue is telling. Whereas Intel tends not to get into 

technical details as to how things actually work, for this term, Intel spends pages discussing the 

technology. This is no accident, but a strategy. Intel tries to confuse a straight-forward issue.  

The patent explains that an “information signal” can be at times referred to as a 

modulating baseband signal (’508 patent, 10:12-18):  

 

ParkerVision and the Orlando court derive their construction from the highlighted portion 

(above). And it is well known that an “information signal” can be used as a “bias signal.” 
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’508 patent, 61:10-17. As shown above, in the case of amplitude modulation (AM), the signal 

that is gated can be (1) a combination of the bias signal and information signal (referred to as a 

reference signal) or (2) an information signal. When only an information signal is used, a 

reference signal is never created (because the combination of the bias and information signal 

never occurs). As such, the red underlined passages above states that “the information signal [] 

may be used as the bias/reference signal [] directly.” In other words, when only an information 

signal is used, the information signal is used in place of the bias signal; the information signal is 

also being used in place of a reference signal, in the sense that the reference signal was never 

created in the first place because the information signal was not summed with a bias signal. 

Since the “information signal” can be used as the “bias signal” and the “information signal” is a 

“modulating baseband signal,” the “bias signal” can also be a “modulating baseband signal” as 

set forth in ParkerVision and the Orlando court’s construction.  

 So, Intel scrambles as to why an information signal cannot be used as a bias signal. Intel 

creates confusion around a bias signal, a reference signal and an information signal. Intel Br. at 

48. This confusion culminates in Intel focusing on two signals – a bias signal and reference 

signal. Conveniently, Intel then asserts that the information signal can be used as a reference 

signal, but not a bias signal. What Intel purposefully muddles as its argument progresses (and 

hopes the Court will lose sight of) is the fact that a reference signal is a signal formed from the 

combination of a bias signal and information signal. A reference signal is not necessarily a 

separate signal from the bias and information signal. Thus, using an information signal in place 
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of a bias/reference signal is actually just using an information signal instead of a bias signal. 

F. “generating a string of multiple pulses from said string of pulses” (claim 1) 

The claim language is straightforward. There is a first string of pulses and a second string 

(having multiple pulses) that is generated from the first string of pulses.  

 

With reference to the diagram above (right),21 claim 1 (above left) recites a pulse shaping 

means (pulse shaper 7812 (orange)), aperture generation means (multiple aperture generation 

module 7806 (blue)) and gating means (switch 5420 (yellow)). Claim 1 recites that the aperture 

generation means is “generating a string of multiple pulses from said string of pulses” (red 

underline above). In other words, the pulse shaping means outputs a string of pulses (orange 

arrow). The aperture generation means 7806 (blue) receives the string of pulses (orange arrow) 

and generates a string of multiple pulses (blue arrow) therefrom.  

 

As shown above in Figure 81, the specification discloses that the string of multiple pulses 

can be pulse train 8002, 8004, 8006, 8008, 8010. Each pulse train (string) 8002, 8004, 8006, 

 
21 The diagram includes Figure 78 and incorporates the gating means/switch of Figure 54A. 
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8008, 8010 has multiple pulses and is generated from the string of pulses from the pulse shaping 

means. For example, as shown above in the orange area, within 20 nanosecond (ns), pulse train 

8002 has 3.5 pulses, pulse train 8004 has 7.5 pulses, pulse train 8006 has 11 pulses, pulse train 

8008 has 15 pulses and pulse train 8010 has 18 pulses.  

Out of all of the pulse trains, Intel asserts that only pulse train 8002 is not covered by the 

disputed term. As such, Intel wrote its construction in order to exclude pulse train 8002. But the 

specification treats pulse train 8002 no differently than the other pulse trains and, thus, pulse 

train 8002 should be covered by the disputed term.  

Instead of focusing on the actual claim language (which relates to a string of multiple 

pulses), Intel shifts the discussion to a different concept altogether – the number of pulses per 

cycle of the string of pulses from the pulse shaping means. That is not the language of the claim. 

Without any specification support, Intel asserts that “pulse train 8002 is not described as an 

embodiment of the patented invention.” Intel Br. at 38. Intel then attempts to down-play pulse 

train 8002, stating that pulse train 8002 is merely “the point of reference against which the 

embodiments of the invention . . . are compared.” Id. The patent says no such thing.  

One need look no further than claim 3 and Intel’s construction to see why Intel’s view of 

the claim is wrong. Intel asserts that the aperture generation means is “generating a signal with 

multiple the number of pulses as said string of pulses.” According to Intel, “the purpose of the 

aperture generation module is to generate more pulses than it received” (Intel Br. at 37) (i.e., the 

number of pulses in the string of pulses received by the aperture generation means must be 

different than the number of pulses of the string that leaves the aperture generation means).  
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But claim 3 recites that the aperture generation means receives “said string of pulses” 

(from the pulse shaping means) and the logic gating means (which is the final component before 

a string of pulses leaves the aperture generation means) outputs “said string of pulses” (the same 

string of pulses/number of pulses that were received). Claim 3 describes an embodiment where 

the aperture generation means receives a string of pulses from the pulse shaping means and 

outputs pulse train 8002 – a string of pulses that has the same number of pulses received by the 

aperture generation means. 

 To further supports its position, Intel points to the purported “purpose of the claimed 

invention” and advantages of using “multiple apertures per cycle.” Intel Br. at 38. Intel does not 

provide the full picture. 

 

The specification states that if the aperture generation means uses more pulses per cycle 

than the string of pulses from the pulse shaping means, the amplitude of the signal sent to the 

gating means/switch can be increased. This has advantages. As can be seen above in Figures 81, 

82, 83 and 65, using one pulse per cycle (pulse train 8002) creates the signal shown in red, using 

two pulses per cycle (pulse train 8004) creates the signal shown in orange, using three pulses per 

cycle (pulse train 8006) creates the signal shown in yellow, and using four pulses per cycle 

(pulse train 8008) creates the signal shown in blue. The amplitude of the blue signal is greater 

than the amplitude of the yellow signal, which is greater than the amplitude of the orange signal, 

which is greater than the amplitude of the red signal. 
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But the specification states that whether a higher amplitude signal is used is merely a 

design consideration. ’508 patent, 50:38-41 (“As can be seen, the desired harmonic amplitude is 

increased, and the undesired harmonics decreased as a function of the number of pulses per 

cycle. This increase in amplitude will be another consideration during the design of a 

transmitter.”). So even if pulse train 8002 is not as good as the other pulse trains, that does not 

mean that pulse train 8002 should be excluded as Intel is trying to do. Creating a signal with a 

greater amplitude requires more components and/or requires more power. A designer may 

choose to have a less ideal pulse train in exchange for saving chip space and/or power. 

VI. U.S. Patent No. 8,190,108 – disputed claim constructions 

A. “control signal” (claim 1) 

Claim 1 recites “a first switch configured to up-convert a signal based on a control signal 

and a bias signal.” The language is straightforward. Contrary to Intel’s position, there is nothing 

in the patent that limits the “control signal” to a particular type of control signal. Indeed, the 

specification has a broad definition of what it means to “control a switch.” ’108 patent, 7:57-64.  

 

Intel’s argument regarding this term makes Intel’s goal immediately clear – limit the 

“control signal” to a specific embodiment disclosed in the specification. Intel Br. at 52. Intel 

cobbles together carefully selected excerpts of the specification to develop its theory. But Intel’s 

supporting citations are clearly described in the specification as embodiments. Intel seeks to hide 

this fact by omitting relevant text and through carefully placed ellipses. 

Intel cites the Abstract (highlights below). In doing so, Intel focuses its argument on the 

green highlights. Intel uses ellipses to omit that non-highlighted language, which explains that 
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the specific “up-conversion being accomplished” relates to embodiments of the invention.  

 

Intel also cites col. 52:2-9. This passage is in a paragraph that begins with “as described 

in the example above . . .” Id. at 51:56. The example being referenced, in turn, is described as 

“[a]lternate embodiments” of the invention. Id. at 51:38. 

Intel cites col. 61:42-62 which is entitled “Characteristics of the Oscillating Signal.” This 

passage is contained in a section entitled “Designing a Transmitter According to an Embodiment 

of the Present Invention,” which is describing various ways to design a chip.  

Intel cites col. 9:56-58 (yellow highlights below) because it uses the language “the 

present invention” and figured that would carry weight. But Intel omits that this language merely 

refers to “one embodiment” of the present invention. See id. at 9:50-61. 

 

Finally, Intel cites col. 16:24-28. This passage is from Section 3.1.1, which is described 

an embodiment of the invention. See id. at 15:4-8. 

 

B. “third switch” (claim 1) 

Intel tries to change the claim so that a “third switch” is required to perform a control 

function. Neither the claim nor the specification support this. Claim 1 recites that “a first switch 
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is configured to up-convert a signal” and the “signal is transmitted by an antenna connected to a 

third switch.” Intel identifies the “third switch” as switch 5406. Consistent with claim 1, the 

specification simply states that the “switch 5406 connects the transmission signal to the 

antenna.” ’108 patent, 55:23-25. Moreover, claim 12 recites that a “signal is routed to an antenna 

via a [] switch.” Tellingly, Intel’s construction of the “third switch” does not capture either of 

these concepts. Whereas the claims and specification merely have a switch connecting a 

transmission signal to the antenna or a signal being routed to an antenna through a switch, Intel’s 

construction requires the “third switch” to be “a switch controlling whether the antenna 

transmits the signal.” Intel improperly seeks to limit a structural component to a purpose. 

Moreover, the term “third switch” is used in claims 1 and 12. Inserting Intel’s 

construction of “third switch” into claim 12 would lead to a nonsensical result. Whereas claim 1 

associates the antenna with the “third switch,” in claim 12, a “first switch” is associated with the 

antenna. In claim 12, the “third switch” is used to “up-convert [a] signal” and has nothing to do 

with the antenna. Inserting Intel’s construction into claim 12 completely changes claim 12. 

C. “pulse shaper” (claim 6)  

New construction: circuity that shapes an oscillating signal to generate a string of pulses 

In order to narrow the issues for the Court to consider, ParkerVision proposes a modified 

construction, which incorporates Intel’s language “shaping an oscillating signal.”  

The specification supports ParkerVision’s construction, which is consistent in its 

description of a pulse shaper as “shaping an oscillating signal” (Intel’s words) to 

generate/create/produce a string of pulses. See PV Br. at 59 (citing ’108 patent, 54:59-60 

(“Oscillating signal 5436 is shaped by pulse shaper 5438 to produce a string of pulses 5440.”); 

55:12-13 (“Oscillation signal 5436 is routed through pulse shaper 5438 to create a string of 

pulses 5440 . . . .”); 56:4-6 (“The oscillating signal is shaped by pulse shaper 5632 and a string 
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of pulses 5634 is created.”); claim 8 (“the pulse shaper is configured to generate a string of 

pulses based on the oscillating signal”)); see also id. at 53:47-49; claims 19. 

Intel, on the other hand, seeks to limit the term “pulse shaper” to an embodiment by 

injecting the concept that the “pulse shaper” shapes pulses in order to “enhance a desired 

harmonic.” To support its construction, Intel points to the disclosure of “harmonic enhancement” 

and a “harmonic enhancement module” being used as a pulse shaper.  

Intel begins its argument by stating “[t]he patent equates pulse shaping with ‘harmonic 

enhancement.’” Intel Br. at 58. Not so. The specification states that harmonic enhancement is not 

used in all embodiments: “It is noted that some embodiments of the invention include harmonic 

enhancement, whereas other embodiments do not.” ’108 patent, 39:56-57. As such, pulse shaping 

is not always equated with harmonic enhancement. This ends the inquiry. 

What is even more telling is that whereas Intel relies on the “harmonic enhancement 

module” to define “pulse shaper” in the ’108 patent, Intel carefully excluded the “harmonic 

enhancement module” from its construction of “pulse shaping means” in the ’508 patent.22 Intel 

Br. at 31-32.23 Once again, Intel is up to its tricks as shown in the chart below. 

’508 Patent - Disclosure of harmonic 
enhancement module 

“Pulse shaping means” – Intel’s construction of 
structure 

Fig. 46, 51B, 51C 
col. 45:59-48:7; col. 57:46-67 

Fig. 39A, 40A, 41, 43 
col. 48:8-39; col. 48:40 - col. 49:5; col. 49:6-26  

 
That Intel excludes “harmonic enhancement module” from the construction of “pulse shaping 

means” demonstrates that the “harmonic enhancement module” is an embodiment. Indeed, Intel’s 

citations to “harmonic enhancement module” are all described as embodiments. Once again, Intel 

 
22 The ’108 and ’508 patents share a common disclosure. 
23 Intel excluded “harmonic enhancement module” of Figures 46, 51B, 51C from the structure of 
the “pulse shaping means” because, according to Intel, these figures are “empty black boxes.” As 
explained in Section IV.A above, this is nonsense.  
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seeks to hide the facts by omitting relevant text.  

Intel quotes excerpts from the paragraph at col. 42:19-29, but omits the critical italicized 

language from its brief: “Because it is desired that the oscillating signal 2804 be crisp, harmonic 

enhancement may be needed in some embodiments. Harmonic enhancement may also be called 

‘pulse shaping’ . . . .  If the oscillating signal is sinusoidal, harmonic enhancement will shape the 

sinusoidal signal into a rectangular (or substantially rectangular) . . . .” Intel Br. at 58-59. So, 

though harmonic enhancement may be called “pulse shaping,” this only applies when harmonic 

enhancement is actually used – which is not all the time. 

Intel quotes the ’108 patent at col. 41:41-43, 51-52, but again, omits critical italicized 

language from its brief: “For this to occur efficiently, in embodiments of the invention, the switch 

2816 preferably closes and opens crisply . . . . For the switch 2816 to close and open crisply, the 

oscillating signal 2804 must also be crisp.” Intel Br. at 59.  

Intel cites col. 42:49-50 and 43:17-26 which describes a harmonic enhancement and 

harmonic enhancement module. Intel Br. at 59. As discussed above, the patent makes it clear that 

harmonic enhancement is not used in all embodiments. ’108 patent, 39:56-57. 

Intel cites col. 43:38-45:67, which encompasses Section 4.2 entitled “Exemplary 

Embodiments” and Section 4.3 entitled “Implementation Examples.” The title at the beginning of 

Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 are entitled “First Embodiment,” “Second Embodiment,” and “Third 

Embodiment,” respectively; Section 4.2.4 is entitled “Other Embodiments.”   

 
Dated: April 21, 2021    /s/ Raymond W. Mort, III  

Raymond W. Mort, III 
Texas State Bar No. 00791308 
THE MORT LAW FIRM, PLLC 
100 Congress Avenue, Suite 2000 
Austin, Texas 78701 
Tel/Fax: 512-865-7950 
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